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ABSTRACT
There are five filter-analyzer neutron spectrometers available worldwide for scientists to use in order to measure the vibrational density of
states in various samples. While Taipan, the thermal spectrometer, has been operated as a triple-axis spectrometer at the Australian Centre
for Neutron Scattering since 2010, a beryllium filter analyzer spectrometer was added in 2016. Due to the complex nature of the data post-
processing, it has thus far been impossible to fully treat experimental data from scientific measurements taken over the last five years. We
have successfully created a robust method of treating data from the Taipan filter-analyzer and present the method on three different samples.
The data-treatment process includes correction for the non-linear energy variation of a particular monochromator, removal of higher-order
wavelength contamination, and estimation of low-energy multiple-scattering. The steps described here can be utilized by all users of the
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation “Be-filter”—past, present, and future.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0054786

I. INTRODUCTION

The Taipan triple-axis spectrometer was the first inelas-
tic neutron instrument to be commissioned at the Australian
Centre for Neutron Scattering (ACNS) (then called the “Bragg
Institute”) at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation (ANSTO).1 The original instrument featured a
highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) monochromator offer-
ing an incident energy range of 5–70 meV. In 2015, construc-
tion of a low-energy band-pass filter detector was completed, and
this new filter-analyzer option entered the user service directly
thereafter.2 Design of the Taipan filter-analyzer was based on
the Filter-Analyzer Neutron Spectrometer (FANS) at the NIST
Center for Neutron Research.3 Today, these are the only two
filter-analyzer spectrometers in operation with this design in
a population of just five Be neutron spectrometers worldwide
(Table I).

In each of these instruments, the filter-analyzer is designed
to investigate lattice dynamics and molecular vibrations over a

wide energy range and is particularly suited to measuring materials
containing light elements such as hydrogen. In each of these instru-
ments, the final energy is fixed using a low bandpass polycrystalline
filter instead of the crystal analyzer that is traditionally used in the
triple-axis instrument. The benefit of this sort of spectrometer is
that smaller samples may be measured. The filter-analyzer technique
provides an invaluable method for measuring the phonon density of
states (DOS) (or vibrational density of states, vDOS), which serves
as an important step in determining the fundamental properties of
a material. Many thermophysical properties such as electrical prop-
erties,4,5 thermal conductivity,6 and diffusion depend on the vDOS.
A preliminary understanding of more exotic magnetic7 and super-
conducting8 behavior may also be obtained through studies of the
vDOS.

A number of enhancements and upgrades were made to the
Taipan instrument in 2017: (i) addition of a second monochroma-
tor [Cu(200)] that increased the maximum incident energy from 70
to 200 meV, (ii) installation of a new tertiary shutter to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, and (iii) a sapphire-filter translation stage to
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TABLE I. Computer software programs and packages used at major neutron sources for different stages of the data treatment process. Neutron instruments listed are all used
to measure the vibrational density of states.

Neutron instrument Neutron source Control software Data treatment Data analysis/visualization

Tosca (spectrometer) ISIS IBEX MANTID

Origin, MATLAB, excel, etc.
Vision (vibrational spectrometer) ORNL EPICS MANTID
LAGRANGE (triple-axis spectrometer) ILL NOMAD NOMAD
FANS (spectrometer) NIST ICP DAVE
Taipan (triple-axis spectrometer) ANSTO SICS Gumtree

allow control of the incident neutron flux for energies greater than
80 meV.9

Construction of an instrument for use in a publicly funded,
large-user facility is a lengthy process, requiring years of commis-
sioning and testing to ensure that the instrument is sufficiently
calibrated. In tandem with hardware developments, the software
to operate the instrument must also be developed. Return on the
investment of construction of these instruments is in the number of
peer-reviewed journal publications produced as a result of reliable
measurements. Due to the highly specialized nature of these instru-
ments, it is often the case that only a few people are familiar with
how to treat the data. This can form a bottleneck in the process of
award of beam time→ execution of experiment→ data treatment→
publication of results. One way to avoid this bottleneck is by imple-
menting facility-wide data-treatment software for use on all instru-
ments (diffractometers and spectrometers), which allows users and
instrument scientists alike the opportunity to develop a familiarity
with the software that comes pre-programmed for the instrument of
choice. Such software can be implemented further, at multiple user
facilities, thus allowing ease of exchange and comparison between
datasets. This exchange becomes even more critical when measur-
ing at continuous neutron sources, e.g., ILL, ANSTO, FRM-II, HZB,
NIST, etc., than data obtained at pulsed neutron sources, e.g., ORNL,
ISIS, ESS, etc.

The Institut Laue–Langevin implemented the instrument con-
trol software NOMAD,10 which includes a graphical user interface,
providing end users with continuity when switching between differ-
ent instruments. Other global neutron facilities such as ISIS (UK)
and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (USA) offer users the ver-
satile neutron analysis software MANTID,11 thus providing an even
wider commonality for users regularly utilizing a number of inter-
national neutron sources. Another way to accelerate this process
and subsequent publication of results is with the development of
technique-specific strategies.12,13

The operation software used to control most instruments at the
Australian Centre for Neutron Scattering (ACNS)14 at the ANSTO is
an adaptation of the Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ) Instru-
ment Control Software (SICS) package15 while the user interface
called “Gumtree” is secondary software often optimized to the indi-
vidual instrument. Operation or control software is used to drive
motors, activate air pads, etc., where user interface software will have
data treatment and data analysis tools. A summary of both types
of software currently in use at major neutron sources worldwide is
provided in Table I.

Data collected at the Taipan filter-analyzer are processed by
Gumtree whereby counts from the 30 position-sensitive detectors

can be integrated and subsequently normalized to beam monitor
counts. While this is the output, as ASCII files, for more detailed data
treatment, there is no “one-size fits all” strategy for the data treat-
ment necessary for publication. As such, this paper seeks to set out
the data-treatment steps required to generate reliable, instrument-
calibrated, publishable data.

II. FILTER-ANALYZER NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS
There are five filter-analyzer neutron spectrometers currently

in operation worldwide: Tosca, Vision, LAGRANGE, FANS, and
Taipan; however, there are only three in operation at continu-
ous source neutron facilities. While numerous time-of-flight instru-
ments can also collect DOS and vDOS measurements, in this paper,
we will introduce the five filter-analyzer spectrometers and focus on
the latest filter-analyzer instrument to enter operation: the Taipan
“Be-filter.”

A. Tosca, ISIS
Tosca is an indirect geometry spectrometer optimized for the

study of molecular vibrations in the solid state. Tosca, the high-
resolution crystal analyzer spectrometer, is installed and operated
at the ISIS pulsed neutron source (Rutherford Appleton Labora-
tory, UK).16 ISIS maintains a database of vDOS spectra measured
on Tosca and its predecessor, TXFA, from numerous well-known
compounds and makes these publicly available.17

B. Vision, ORNL
Vision is the highest resolution broadband inelastic neutron

scattering (INS) spectrometer in the world, installed and operated
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory pulsed neutron source in the
USA. Vision is optimized to characterize molecular vibrations in
a wide range of crystalline and disordered materials over a broad
energy range (> 5 to <600 meV). This inverted geometry instrument
offers enhanced performance by coupling a white beam of incident
neutrons with two banks of seven analyzer modules, equipped with
curved pyrolytic graphite crystal analyzer arrays that focus neutrons
on a series of small detectors. This arrangement leads to an improved
signal-to-noise ratio.18

C. Lagrange, ILL
IN1-LAGRANGE (Large Area GRaphite ANalyzer for Genuine

Excitations) has been in operation since early 2010 at the Institut
Laue–Langevin, the continuous source 60 MW reactor in France.
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This clever design is a fresh take on filter spectrometers where a
graphite filter is used in the reflection mode to scatter neutrons
onto a central block of beryllium. Four different monochromators
provide a wide energy transfer range, allowing measurement of the
vDOS on a multitude of samples.19,20 Data reduction is managed
by NOMAD such that users receive data that are ready for instant
scientific analysis.

D. FANS, NIST
The Filter-Analyzer Neutron Spectrometer (FANS) is an

instrument used for neutron vibrational spectroscopy installed at
the continuous neutron source of the National Centre for Neutron
Scattering (NCNR) in the USA. This instrument offers a choice of
monochromators, a combination of polycrystalline Be followed by a
bank of polycrystalline graphite analyzers cooled by liquid nitrogen
to 77 K and an upstream Bi filter to reduce excitation of the Be fil-
ter banks from the scattered beam. This makes the FANS a versatile
thermal-neutron scattering instrument at NIST.21

E. Taipan, “Be-filter” ANSTO
The ANSTO filter-analyzer was built based on FANS design but

with sufficient differences between the two instruments to require
a slightly different data-treatment process. Here, we will introduce
the various factors that affect measurements taken with the Taipan
filter-analyzer instrument. Overall, artifacts are generally created by
the spectrometer optics, but the materials in the detector also have
an effect on performance.

1. Detector materials
The Taipan monochromator is located 8 m away from the core

of the OPAL 20 MW low-enriched uranium reactor. Extensive con-
crete and lead shielding is utilized to protect the instrument enclo-
sure, providing a safe working environment for staff and users. Dur-
ing operation, at large scattering angles, the filter-analyzer detector
comes within 1 m of these concrete walls; however, the shielding is
sufficient that there is no increase in counts by detectors closer to the
wall than when further away.

The filter spectrometer consists of four cooled filter banks
arranged in an arc of ∼ 80○centered around the sample, namely,
bismuth, beryllium, graphite, and a second beryllium bank. These
filter banks, including the radial collimator and the detectors, are
all housed within a 1 m3 stainless steel vacuum chamber and main-
tained below 70 K. A diagram of this arrangement is given in Fig. 1.
The pressure in the He3 detectors is deliberately lower than usual (P
= 2 bar) so that efficiency is maintained for the very low energies but
falls off significantly with increasing energy.

As well as the inelastic scattering occurring in the sample, a
portion of the beam is also elastically scattered. A part of this goes
through the Al window of the detector bank, which is 4 mm thick.
Inelastic scattering from the aluminum density of states occurs here
and gets detected as a sample-temperature-independent increase in
intensity below 40 meV. This effect has been documented by NIST
where it was determined that even the filter material right after the
Al window can become a significant source of phonon contamina-
tion from these elastically scattered neutrons from the sample. Since
Be was traditionally the first layer after the window, the spectra con-
tained marked Be phonon contamination between 50 and 85 meV.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the Taipan filter-analyzer detector bank at the
ANSTO. The sample position and incoming direction of the neutron beam are
included for clarity.

To mitigate this effect, an additional layer of polycrystalline Bi (with
a Bragg cutoff similar to that of graphite) preceding the Be layer
is found to be effective for filtering out the elastically scattered
neutrons before they reach the Be.

2. Spectrometer optics
While the Taipan triple-axis instrument is well characterized,

conversion to the filter-analyzer mode, and thus removal of the
analyzer crystals, introduces a number of additional factors, which
must be fully characterized. These arise from the variation in energy
spread in the beam with the monochromator angle and second-
order scattering, which results in wavelength contamination by the
monochromators.

a. Energy variation correction. As the angle, θ, of the
monochromator is changed, to provide the range of incident ener-
gies, there is a systematic variation in both energy, E, and wave-
length, λ, spread in the beam. Starting with Bragg’s law,

nλ = 2D sin θ, (1)

where D has been used for the lattice spacing of the monochro-
mator crystal, and using the known lattice spacings for individual
monochromators from the relevant reflections, a table of angles and
corresponding wavelengths can be generated. The lattice spacings
for a selection of monochromators have been included in Table II
for convenience. Values for θ can be input in 1○ steps between
the range 37○ < θ < 10○ to generate an energy range (for the PG
monochromator) of 5 < Ei < 60 meV.

TABLE II. Lattice spacings of filter-analyzer monochromators and their associated
energy transfer ranges.

Neutron
instrument Monochromator

Lattice
spacing, D (Å)

Energy transfer
range, E (meV)

LAGRANGE Cu (331) 0.829 67–500
Si (111) 3.135 4.5–20

Taipan PG (002) 3.354 5–70
Cu (200) 1.807 30–220

FANS Cu (220) 1.278 5–250
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FIG. 2. Correction factor for the Taipan
beam as a function of incident energy
for the PG(002) monochromator indicat-
ing (a) the λ/2 and λ/3 components and
(b) the correction factor for wavelength
contamination (values for the constants
are A = 9.64047, t = 4.94769, and
y0 = 1.05681).

To generate the error in the wavelength, it is necessary to take
the differential of Bragg’s law,

dλ = λ cot θdθ. (2)

The value of dθ for Taipan was chosen to be 0.25○ as this is
approximately half the width of the collimation.

The error in the energy is obtained from the de Broglie relation
of a neutron,

Ei = h2

2mnλ2 , (3)

where h is Planck’s constant and mn is the mass of a neutron. This
too must be differentiated, which results in the following equation:

dEi = −2
dλ
λ3

h2

2mn
, (4)

where dλ is the wavelength error obtained from Eq. (2). These four
equations can be used to generate a table of values for the error in the
incident energy over the full range of the monochromator rotation.

This step is necessary when one considers that many calcu-
lations of the vDOS are performed at equal energy intervals. The
experimentally measured data must be converted so that they too
have equal energy intervals. Our energy variation correction per-
forms this conversion so that when data are compared, both exper-
imental and calculated data have the same width as a function of
energy.

b. Monochromator wavelength contamination. To understand
the relative contributions of higher-order wavelengths due to multi-
ple scattering from the monochromator, powder diffraction patterns
could be collected. Since both the triple-axis and filter-analyzer spec-
trometers at Taipan utilize the same PG monochromator, this char-
acterization was performed using both Si and Ni powder samples
with the triple-axis spectrometer configuration. This allowed us to
characterize the energy dependence of the PG monochromator. The
data in Fig. 2 were collected by measuring counts across all scattering
angles at 2 meV interval energies (Ei) in the range 10 < Ei < 42 meV.
Taipan was set in the two-axis mode, and the scattering angle was
varied from 10○ to 90○. Each of these datasets contained well charac-
terized Bragg peaks from λ, λ/2, and λ/3. Rietveld refinement using
these data was performed using GSAS,22 and the relative fractions
of the different wavelengths were extracted by adjusting for both the

variation in the detector efficiency with wavelength and, for the case
of nickel, the variation in its effective absorption with wavelength.
These were normalized to the wavelength as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).

NB: The powder diffraction patterns were obtained using the
Taipan triple-axis detectors (P = 10 bar) while the detectors shown
in Fig. 1 are kept at a pressure of 2 bar.

The correction factor for higher order scattering should follow
a decay law.23 The data from Taipan were fit with a similar decay law
to find the correction factor that needs to be applied to Taipan data
[Fig. 2(b)]. By fitting the data, the effects of the sapphire filter on the
reactor spectrum are included.

It is important to distinguish between higher-order scattering
that occurs directly from the monochromator and that which occurs
through interaction with the sample. The filter-analyzer detector is
specifically designed to filter out higher-order scattering events from
the sample. However, it may be unable to filter out any lambda
scattering from the sample that has originated from a λ/2 scatter-
ing event from the monochromator. Thus, these higher order con-
tributions must be considered, particularly at energies lower than
40 meV.24

III. DATA TREATMENT
Considering the instrument factors from Sec. II E, there are

three clear steps that users may consider implementing when treat-
ing the ANSTO “Be-filter” data. These steps seek performing an
energy correction function (correcting for the physical location of
the detector with respect to the neutron beam optics), removal of
higher-order scattering due to higher-order wavelength contamina-
tion (monochromator crystal dependent), and background removal
(dependent on the sample holder used). The effectiveness of these
steps on existing datasets obtained on Taipan will be provided for a
number of different sample types.

A. Pre-processing via Gumtree
At the ANSTO, on the Taipan filter-analyzer, Gumtree per-

forms several critical data pre-processing steps. Gumtree displays
multi-dimensional datasets (pulse–height profile and position pro-
files of each tube) in various formats, reducing data to 1D profiles
that may be stored as ASCII files that are readable using various
known post-processing software packages. Detector counts may also
be normalized to monitor counts for comparison to other datasets.
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The SICS control software allows for data acquisition in time as well
as on a preselected number of monitor counts. Both modes have
advantages depending on the application. Monitor counting does
allow for an apparent constant number of neutrons to be counted
at each energy level. Monitor sensitivity does, however, suffer from
an inverse relationship with the velocity of the incident neutron,
which should be considered. It is worth noting at this point that the
filter-analyzer, by nature of its design (measuring 5 < E < 200 meV),
is sourced by a Maxwellian neutron flux distribution that peaks at
∼ 40 meV.

B. Post-processing by the user
All post-processing must be conducted on datasets that have

been first normalized to monitor. There then follows four key steps
that the user should consider to undertake in order to treat their
data. The four key steps are as follows:

1. background signal removal,
2. energy corrections,
3. wavelength contamination removal, and
4. energy transfer conversion.

1. Step 1: Background removal
For samples that do not contain any hydrogen, the signal is

limited, and thus, it is important to maximize the amount of sam-
ple material in the beam while minimizing the amount of Al and
other non-sample materials. Typically, the optimum neutron scat-
tering sample is the one that scatters 10%–25% of the incoming neu-
tron beam.25 The corresponding thickness of the sample to achieve
10%–25% scattering follows Beer’s Law and is dependent on the total
scattering cross section of all elements in the sample (a list of neutron
cross sections is provided for some key elements in Table III). Equa-
tion (5) gives the relationship between the cross section and sample
thickness for a 10% scatterer, i.e., T = 0.1,

T = I f

I0
= exp(−nsσt), (5)

where T is the transmittance (i.e., the ratio of final (I f ) and inci-
dent (I0) intensities of neutron radiation), ns is the number density
of atoms in the material, σ is the material cross section, and t is the
thickness of the material.

TABLE III. Neutron scattering cross sections of selected elements.26

Neutron cross sections (barn)

Element Coherent Incoherent Total

Hydrogen 1.7568 80.26 82.020
Carbon 5.551 0.001 5.551
Nitrogen 11.01 0.500 11.510
Oxygen 4.232 0.0008 4.232
Aluminum 1.495 0.008 1.503
Silicon 2.163 0.004 2.167
Titanium 7.485 0.550 8.030
Copper 1.485 2.870 4.350

Any material with a particularly large cross section will scat-
ter well; those without will scatter less. With oxides, for example,
it is likely that weak optical modes can be measured occurring at
∼ 70–100 meV, but it is likely that the Al signal will contribute to
the sample signal at lower energies. This is particularly noticeable
when trying to measure a small amount of the sample and/or a low-
scattering flux sample—the Al signal can dominate. It is important
to minimize the Al signal that arises from both the sample can and
the cryostat, since the collimation is very coarse.

If it has been unavoidable to use Al and/or if the data
have already been obtained without an opportunity to remeasure,
then the background signal arising from the empty sample con-
tainer (which has been normalized-to-monitor counts), needs to be
removed from the sample signal. This is carried out simply by sub-
tracting the empty can scan from the sample scan. This is imperfect;
unfortunately, as it does not take into account the change in the
amount of material in the beam, however, to a good approximation,
it should be sufficient to remove the Al signal.

2. Step 2: Energy corrections
All data obtained with any type of monochromator must be

divided by the uncertainty in the energy ΔE obtained from the
combined uncertainty in the incident and final energies to give the
standard deviation as defined in the following equation:

dE =
√

dE2
i + dE2

f , (6)

where dE f = 0.5 meV and dEi values are calculated from Eq. (3). It is
important to realize that the data provided by Gumtree are already in
the form of Ei values. Hence, Eq. (4) must be rearranged, substitut-
ing λ for the Bragg relation, thus generating a list of monochromator
angles. This is tedious, but necessary, particularly because the Ei val-
ues can be different for each and every scan as the motor driving the
monochromator will not behave in exactly the same way with each
movement.

If the conversion has been carried out correctly, values for the
standard deviation should relate to the incident energy as per Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Standard deviation of energy as a function of the incident energy for each
monochromator. The inset shows the related energy resolution function for the
Cu(200) and PG(002) monochromators on Taipan.
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In addition, all data collected <50 meV must be divided by the
exponential function given in the following equation:

y = Ae(−x/t) + y0, (7)

where y is the output (scaled neutron counts), x is the incident
energy value, and A, t, and y0 are constants dependent on the
monochromator used. Using Si and Ni samples, we obtained val-
ues of A = 9.64047, t = 4.94769, and y0 = 1.05681 for the PG(002)
monochromator. This step is the correction factor for higher order
scattering. As the fraction of half-order and third-order contamina-
tion gets higher as the energy decreases, much of the contamina-
tion has effectively disappeared by ∼ 35–40 meV (Fig. 1); therefore,
these effects can be ignored above these energies. Each of the above
data-processing steps is illustrated in Fig. 4(a).

3. Step 3: Wavelength contamination removal
As mentioned, both PG(002) and Cu(200) crystals suffer from

both λ/2 and λ/3 wavelength contamination. This means that any
higher energy features will appear at lower energies as spurious fea-
tures or “weak ghost peaks” [Fig. 4(b)]. The exact positions of these
ghost features associated with λ/2 contamination (which is 4× the
main incident energy) can be predicted simply by transforming the
energy values of the measured spectra by transposing the spectra
onto an energy scale that has been divided by 4. This effectively
maps out a spectrum onto its original spectrum, assuming that the
incident energy was λ/2 instead of λ. Of course, for λ/3 contami-
nation (9× the main incident energy), it is necessary to divide by
9 instead of 4.

It is also necessary to reduce the intensity of the measured spec-
tra when producing the transformed spectra. The intensity of the
λ/2 data should be divided by 4, and the intensity of the λ/3 data
should be divided by 9. The orange traces in 4(b) show how the Cu
monochromator data are transposed in energy and intensity after
such a transformation.

When performing the subtraction, it is possible that the result-
ing trace will produce negative values at lower energies. In this
case, it may be necessary to reduce the intensity of the wavelength
contamination even further.

Considering that we can only obtain information on the “ghost
peaks” appearing in the PG spectrum by measuring with the Cu
monochromator, this is an important experimental step. That is,
in order to fully treat a PG spectrum with a maximum energy of
70 meV, data from the Cu monochromator would be ideally col-
lected up to at least 70 × 4 meV = 280 meV. Practically, such a range
is not possible with the Cu(200) reflection, a reason why the FANS
utilizes a Cu(220) crystal as one of its monochromators (Table II).
Nevertheless, users of the Taipan filter-analyzer should obtain data
to the maximum Cu energy value to obtain the best results after data
treatment at lower energies.

4. Step 4: Energy conversion
Finally, the x-axis must be converted from initial energy to

energy transfer using the following simple equation:

ΔE = h̵ω = Ei − E f . (8)

On Taipan, for the bismuth/beryllium/graphite filter combination,
E f ≤ 1.8 meV. The final energy of the Taipan filter-analyzer detec-
tors is taken to be 1.2 meV as this provides the best fit to data, and
thus this value is taken for E f . All that is required here is to subtract
1.2 meV from the every Ei value to obtain the energy transfer.

C. Case studies for different sample types
Here, we show the effectiveness of our post-processing treat-

ment for different types of samples such as those with a high hydro-
gen content, those without any hydrogen and other relevant samples
for condensed matter studies.

1. Case study: Hydrogen-rich compounds
Titanium dihydride is used as the absorber material in a hot car-

rier solar cell (HCSC), exploiting a large phonon bandgap sufficient
to block the Klemens mechanism.27 The Klemens decay mechanism
is that where an optical phonon decays into two acoustic phonons
with half the energy (and opposite momenta) of the original phonon.
This decay route is restricted in materials where the energy gap
between optical and acoustic phonons (phonon bandgap) is higher
than the maximum acoustic phonon energy.28 We measured a

FIG. 4. Taipan filter-analyzer data of TiH2 measured with the PG monochromator showing (a) post-processing output after background subtraction, energy variation, and
low-energy corrections and (b) energy-corrected spectra (red) with wavelength contamination (blue) superimposed and removed (green) (red data are the same in both
graphs but displayed on different scales).
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FIG. 5. Vibrational density of states data for TiH2 measured with the Taipan filter-
analyzer and fully treated to correct for various instrument effects. The inset shows
the effect of each treatment step, i.e., background subtraction, energy corrections,
and wavelength contamination removal.

sample of TiH1.65 using the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer,
“Pelican,” confirming a large (90 meV) bandgap between the upper
edge of the acoustic phonon band and the lower edge of the optical
phonon band.4 A more in-depth study of different stoichiometries
of titanium hydrides is published elsewhere;29 however, the sam-
ple TiH2 serves as an excellent calibration sample for our purpose
here.

In Fig. 5 the fully processed data of a TiH2 sample are presented.
The green trace shows data measured with the PG monochromator
and is treated according to the four processing steps in Sec. III B.
The inset details these steps as they relate to the Cu monochromator
data. Here, the raw data measured with Taipan increase very steeply
with increasing energy, an effect that is rectified with striking results
when dividing by the energy variation correction. While it appears
that the data are subject to exponential growth, the very intense
vibrational mode may be fully recovered through the energy vari-
ation correction in Eq. (6). The data from the two monochromators
show a good overlap, and the overall shape of the graph matches the
theoretical predictions for the acoustic and optical bands in TiH2.30

Importantly, the acoustic band contains two peaks at 25 meV and
38 meV, matching the two transverse phonon dispersion curves and
one longitudinal phonon dispersion curve, respectively. The optical
band between 130 < ΔE < 170 meV also has two peaks representing
the two main branches of the optical phonon dispersion.

The wavelength contamination curves (orange) shown in
Fig. 4(b) have been reduced in intensity from the original Cu
monochromator data such that the intensity of the λ/2 data is four
times smaller and the intensity of the λ/3 data is nine times smaller
than the original spectrum. Contamination of the PG spectrum by
its own λ/2 signal [blue, lower left Fig. 4(b)] is reasonably minor;
however, it contributes to removing the peak at 10 meV—a fea-
ture that is not indicated by theoretical calculations. The green
trace in Fig. 4(b) shows the effect of removing the three wavelength

contamination spectra from the red trace. It is clear to see that
the two double “ghost peaks” are completely removed in this
step.

In order to prevent negative values in the green trace, an addi-
tional factor of 2 had to be introduced to the intensity of the “ghost”
spectra, i.e., λ/2÷ (4 × 2) and λ/3÷ (9 × 2).

Plotting the spectra from the two monochromators side by side
in Fig. 5 shows a good overlap between the two datasets. The main
acoustic peak at 27 meV now dominates the PG spectrum [a fea-
ture that was by no means obvious in the original raw data spectra
(black) from 4(a)], and a second peak at 38 meV is also present.
The overall spectrum now has the correct shape, i.e., a clear acous-
tic band in the energy range 0 < ΔE < 40 meV and a distinct optical
band at 125 < ΔE < 170 meV. The phonon bandgap is clearly visi-
ble between the two bands, with a value of 85 meV, as predicted by
theory.

2. Case study: Oxides
Minerals are compounds frequently studied with neutron scat-

tering, both for their crystalline structure and water content. Opals
are a fascinating area of research, and although a fundamental classi-
fication system32 has been used for almost 50 years, detailed knowl-
edge of the structural relationships of the silica species involved
remains elusive. With the structure SiO2 ⋅ nH2O, the signal is dom-
inated by scattering from hydrogen or, if desiccated, from the
silica.

Using our data-processing steps, we have successfully treated a
sample of Opal-CT, a paracrystalline form of opal often described
as consisting of clusters of stacked cristobalite and tridymite over
very short length scales, although the presence of cristobalite is
contentious. The sample “G9887” is a honey opal from near Cur-
dimurka, South Australia, Australia, which has been characterized
with infrared methods33 where no cristobalite was found in that
sample. Figure 6(a) displays the plots of the opal raw data (black)
and each subsequent spectra after each treatment step includ-
ing background removal (gray), energy variation correction (yel-
low), low energy correction (red), lambda contamination (blue and
orange), and removal (green). These data were obtained with the
PG monochromator. The same steps were used to process the Cu
monochromator data. All individual treatment steps of the Cu data
are not shown here; only the fully processed spectra are presented in
6(b) (red trace).

The intensity of the λ/2 and λ/3 wavelength contamination
peaks has been reduced by factors of 4 and 9, respectively; on this
occasion, it was not necessary to include the factor 2 to prevent nega-
tive values. Figure 6(b) shows a good overlap of data between the PG
(green) and Cu (red) monochromator data between 40 and 70 meV.
The spectra of ice lh (taken from the Tosca database31) are also
provided (aqua) for comparison. The phonon dispersion for silica
quartz has been simulated on many occasions,34 indicating a phonon
bandgap between 100 and 140 meV. While the opal data do show a
decrease in the signal in this range, it does not drop to zero, so it is
likely that this signal is due to the presence of water/ice. The position
of some key peaks at 23, 28, and 38 meV also indicates a contribution
from water. The calculated vDOS for SiO2 also includes prominent
peaks at 23 and 38 meV where the contribution to the acoustic band
is actually dominated by oxygen while the strong peak at 70 meV
has an equal contribution from Si and O.35 The opal data presented
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FIG. 6. Vibrational density of states data for the G9887 opal measured with the Taipan filter-analyzer neutron spectrometer and fully treated to correct for various instrument
and background effects. (a) Data from the PG monochromator including wavelength contamination (orange and blue) and fully treated data (green). (b) Fully treated data
from the PG (green) and Cu (red) monochromators including database spectra of ice lh31 (aqua) taken from the Tosca database.

here are a selection from a full set obtained by another experimental
group, who conducted a full analysis of the experimental data from a
number of hydrated and desiccated opal samples and compared the
theoretical vDOS of silica and experimental vDOS of water.36

3. Case study: Metal–organic compounds

The international concern for reducing global CO2 emis-
sions has driven research into the development of solid porous

FIG. 7. Vibrational density of states data for [Cu3(cdm)4 (cdm = C(CN)2(CONH2)−)] measured with the Taipan filter-analyzer neutron spectrometer and fully treated to
correct for various instrument effects. Raw data and resulting spectra after each treatment step, i.e., background subtraction and energy corrections, are shown for the (a)
PG and (b) Cu monochromators. Wavelength contamination and removal from the PG data are shown in (c) while (d) presents the full energy of data after conversion to
energy transfer. NB: The red data spectra in (a) and (c) show the same data on different scales.
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materials for the separation, storage, and potential conversion of
CO2. Porous framework materials such as coordination polymers
have attracted increasing attention for this application due to their
capacity for structural modification, allowing their optimization for
CO2 selectivity and uptake. In order to advance these materials for
this purpose, an understanding of the interactions between the host
and their molecular guests is required, guiding the rational design
of materials optimized for separation and storage performance. The
ultramicroporous Cu3(cdm)4 (cdm = C(CN)2(CONH2)−) material
exhibits selectivity for CO2 over other gases, including CH4, H2, and
N2, and comprises approximately 4 Å diameter channels lined with
coordinatively unsaturated CuII sites.37 An understanding of guest
interactions with Cu3(cdm)4 was gained through neutron powder
diffraction38 and used as a basis for density functional theory (DFT)-
based molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that provided further
insight into the Cu3(cdm)4 material function.39 Ideally, the calcu-
lated atomic trajectories should be validated with the experimentally
measured neutron vibrational spectrum, which also allows greater
detail for low energy modes (such as those underpinning the prop-
erty of negative thermal expansion), which is relatively commonly
observed to be gained by these systems.40 To this end, spectra for
a Cu3(cdm)4 sample were measured at 30 K on the Be filter instru-
ment and treated using the steps outlined in Sec. II. The sample was
first treated by heating under vacuum to remove all guest species
and then was isolated from the atmosphere before and during
measurement.

Figures 7(a)–7(d) show the experimentally collected data and
their treatment. Figures 7(a)–7(c) show the raw data and the result
of background removal and energy correction. Figure 7(c) plots
wavelength contamination (lower left) and the result of subtracting
this contamination from the PG monochromator data. In graphs
(a) and (c), the red trace is the same data on a different scale.
The wavelength contamination in the Cu monochromator data does
not affect the data significantly. The highest measured energy is
110 meV, yielding 27.5 meV when divided by 4, indicating that
only the first few datapoints are affected by λ/2 contamination sub-
traction. The intensity of the wavelength contamination had to
be further reduced by a factor of 2, also to avoid negative val-
ues. As in the other case studies, data from both monochroma-
tors overlap in the range 40-50 meV. Figure 7(d) presents the
corrected S(Q,ω) over the full energy range collected after these
corrections.

DFT-based MD simulations of Cu3(cdm)4 were performed
using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)41

with the projector augmented wave potential and the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof exchange–correlation functional,
with the DFT-D2 method and a plane wave energy cutoff of 300 eV.
The simulated system consisted of a single unit cell, with lattice
parameters fixed to those determined by neutron powder diffraction
at 30 K. A 1 × 1 × 1 Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh was defined,
and the input structure was first optimized using the RMM-DIIS
algorithm with a convergence threshold of 5 ×10−4 eV.

Preliminary simulations were conducted in the NVT ensem-
ble for at least 5 ps (with 1 fs steps) before continuing in the NVE
ensemble at 30 K for 30 ps. The first 5 ps of the NVE simulation were
discarded, and simulated neutron S(Q,ω) was produced from the
resulting trajectories using the program NMoldyn, with peak widths
of 1, 3, and 5 meV. All details can be found elsewhere.39 Simulated

FIG. 8. Simulated and corrected experimental S(Q,ω). DFT-based MD simulations
of Cu3(cdm)4 calculated using the VASP.

and corrected experimental scattering S(Q,ω) are shown in Fig. 8,
where many features of the simulated spectra are reconcilable with
the experimentally measured data only after correction, demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of steps taken in the correction of the Be-filter
data.

IV. CONCLUSION
Clear data-treatment processes are necessary for the timely

and trusted publication of scientific data from large-user facilities.
An in-depth understanding of the operational features of a neu-
tron instrument is required in order to create such a process, while
merely knowing the treatment steps is sufficient for the user com-
munity. Until now, the Taipan Be-filter spectrometer has been used
to perform high-quality scientific measurements, which have not
been published due to the complexity of the data-treatment process.
We have conducted multiple calibration measurements to charac-
terize the instrument fully and identified all sources of spurious
signals within the optics. This has led to the creation of a simple
list of steps that users can take to treat their filter-analyzer data,
which removes several instrument-based effects. Our data-treatment
process involves four steps. The steps involved account for sam-
ple mounts, energy-corrections, second-order contamination aris-
ing from the monochromators, and conversion to neutron energy
transfer. In certain circumstances, the intensity of the wavelength
contamination must be further reduced by a factor of 2. We have
demonstrated the effectiveness of these steps with three case studies
of a hydrogen-rich sample (polycrystalline TiH2 powder), an oxide-
rich mineral (opal single-crystal), and a metal–organic framework
material. It is critical to consider which monochromators have been
used to generate the data as each one contributes to the signal in dif-
ferent ways. One way to avoid the contamination of the signal alto-
gether would be to utilize a Ge (311) monochromator, which does
not suffer from λ/2 contamination and provides an energy range of
10 < Ei < 300 meV. Alternatively, Si with odd index planes would
also be a smart choice, as utilized on LAGRANGE. In order for a
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fully robust system of data analysis to be implemented, any exper-
imental data must of course be compared with a well-constructed
model. Any data output from a rigorous treatment process must
still be compared with that generated by a scientific theory. It is
our intention that the process we have developed here be helpful
to all users of the Taipan filter-analyzer, thus ensuring that both
regular and frequent user experiments on this rare and valuable neu-
tron spectrometer can now be accompanied by a steady stream of
peer-reviewed publications in the literature.
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